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a b s t r a c t

The global trend toward integration of distributed energy resources is opening doors to advanced,
complex, and distributed marketplaces. Such advanced ecosystems, where utility-owned and non
utility-owned assets can contribute toward grid operations, generally require distributed commu-
nication and grid architectures. We posit the potential of using Distributed Ledger Technologies
(DLTs) in supporting such applications, although their full potential has not been fully used, for
example in designing long-term scalable solutions in operational technology applications. This is partly
due to the lack of standardization across and between different DLTs, as well as other supporting
building blocks (e.g., communication protocols). This paper attempts to address this gap by proposing
a DLT cybersecurity stack specifically designed for researchers, DLT technology developers, and
end users (such as utilities). The DLT cybersecurity stack has been notionally mapped to related
cybersecurity components, namely the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model, the Transmission
Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) suite, and existing Smart Grid architecture frameworks. In
addition, the paper discusses several cybersecurity implications, and demonstrates the potential uses of
the DLT cybersecurity stack through multiple power and energy use cases. It is important to note that
the stack can be also applied to the DLT use cases that are outside the power and energy domain. This
work was performed by the Cybersecurity Task Force under the IEEE P2418.5 Blockchain for Energy
Standard working group that part of the IEEE Power and Energy Society’s Smart Buildings, Loads, and
Customer Systems (SBLC) technical committee.
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1. Introduction

Grid modernization has given impetus to innovative power
grid applications, with the potential of improving the reliability,
efficiency, flexibility, and control of energy resources that are
increasingly distributed and renewable [1–3]. These changes,
however, have introduced new cybersecurity implications and
challenges for utility and market operators [4–6]. In other words,
improving the confidentiality, availability and especially the in-
tegrity of power grid data and communications in transit is
rticle under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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imperative in satisfying the emerging requirements of modern
power systems, by offering secure and trustworthy operations.

In recent times, blockchain – also referred in the literature
s Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) – has been viewed as
potential technology that could unlock new opportunities and

eatures for the modern power systems and markets [7]. Several
rticles in the scientific literature have reported that DLTs can
e leveraged to manage cybersecurity in smart grids, by also
mphasizing that, if not properly implemented, applications of
LT in power grid operations also may introduce potential cyber-
ecurity issues. Ref. [8] recently proposed a comprehensive survey
n the use of DLTs for the cybersecurity of smart grids, consid-
ring both applications and technological perspectives. Ref. [9]
dentified significant security challenges of smart grid scenarios
hat can be addressed by DLTs. Ref. [10] investigated how the
ombined application of the Internet of Things (IoT) paradigm
nd DLTs could introduce significant transformations across sev-
ral industries, including the power and energy sector. Ref. [11]
emonstrated how DLT can be used to provide improved security
n operational Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA)
etworks. Ref. [12] presented an architecture for peer-to-peer
nergy markets that can guarantee operational constraints are
espected and payments are fairly rendered, without relying on
centralized utility or microgrid aggregator. Ref. [13] explored

he application of blockchain and smart contracts to improve
mart grid cyber resiliency and secure transactive energy appli-
ations. Ref. [14] explored how a Keyless Signature Blockchain
nfrastructure (KSBI) technology may help securing critical energy
nfrastructure from evolving cyber threats and vulnerabilities.
inally, Ref. [15] emphasized the need for future developments
nd solutions to overcome challenges that are associated with the
tandardization of the energy DLT applications.
Despite the importance of cybersecurity, existing literature

nd standardization bodies have not sufficiently and system-
tically investigated the broad range of cybersecurity concerns
nd perspectives associated with the use of DLTs in power grid
pplications [16]. To fill this gap, this study, conducted by the
ybersecurity task force under the IEEE P2418.5 Standard for
lockchain in Energy working group [17–19], posits the impor-
ance of standardization in DLTs by identifying and systematically
nalyzing existing literature gaps concerning the cybersecurity of
LTs in power and energy applications. Several of the questions
ddressed in this paper are listed below:

• What is DLT and how does it work, particularly in the
context of a Smart Grid?

• What is a potential conceptual framework that would ease
use case exploration and adoption?

• What are the potential DLT-related cybersecurity risks?
• What does standardization mean for the energy and power

grid applications?
• What does a DLT technical stack look like and how does it

complement existing frameworks?

The objective of this paper is to address the above questions
nd pioneer the standardization efforts for DLT-based power and
nergy applications. On this note, we will now explain the novel
ontributions of this paper. Based on our review of the exist-
ng literature, this study discusses the (identified) DLT-related
ybersecurity risks and proposes a seven-layer DLT cybersecu-
ity stack that comprises several relevant (cybersecurity) compo-
ents and attributes. The existing Smart Grid architecture frame-
orks, such as GridWise [20] and the Smart Grid Architecture
odel (SGAM), the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model,
nd the Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP)
uite model are mapped to the seven-layer stack. A set of relevant
energy-related) use cases are proposed and used as illustrations
2

to demonstrate the usability and applicability of the seven-layer
DLT cybersecurity stack. For each use case, a detailed and easy
to follow explanation for some of the technology and security
properties that underpin blockchain is proposed, with extended
discussions on potential cybersecurity gaps.

The aim of this study is to establish the cybersecurity foun-
dations for the IEEE P2418.5 Standard for Blockchain in Energy
working group. The proposed cybersecurity stack can be used as
an architectural framework that is synergistic with the function
of power grid applications. Furthermore, the DLT cybersecurity
stack is designed to be used with existing cybersecurity and DLT
applicability models [21,22]. With this contribution and improved
standardization, risk averse energy utilities may be more open
to exploring the potential opportunities around blockchain tech-
nology; for example, storing and securing grid communications
and data. At the same time, utilities may take advantage of new
power grid automation and innovation that can help increase the
reliability, flexibility, and control opportunities introduced by grid
modernization. The proposed cybersecurity stack also is designed
to be compatible with existing and emerging DLT offerings. The
authors followed three principles to assure technology neutrality.
First, we strictly avoid the use of any particular DLT as part
of the study conducted. This principle is followed to conduct a
fully impartial study of the presented subject from a DLT offering
perspective. Second, we demonstrate the construction or devel-
opment of a DLT or a software of similar nature. This principle
is followed to avoid inadvertent dictation of a use of particu-
lar consensus or DLT architecture. Presented work unanimously
applies to all DLT architectures agnostic to the underlying pa-
rameters such as consensus, ledger structure, and smart contract
framework. Third, we avoid accidentally or intentionally contra-
dicting any ethical and engineering constructs guided by the core
principles of the IEEE Standards Association [23].

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a contex-
tual overview and definitions of DLT related attributes. Section 3
articulates the potential cybersecurity benefits, risks, and attack
surface implications pertaining to DLT-based power and energy
applications. Section 4 presents the proposed DLT cybersecurity
stack and its mapping to SGAM, TCP/IP, and OSI models. This sec-
tion also discusses several cybersecurity considerations. Section 5
illustrates five high-impact power and energy use cases, demon-
strates the use case mapping to the seven layer DLT cybersecurity
stack, and articulates use case specific cybersecurity considera-
tions. The final section concludes this paper and describes future
work.

2. Definitions of DLT related attributes

This section provides an overview of key definitions that are
relevant to DLT and its application to power and energy applica-
tions.

CIA: The cybersecurity objective triad is Confidentiality, In-
egrity, and Availability (CIA). In most Information Technology
IT) systems the primary security objective is confidentiality. In
ontrast, for Operational Technology (OT) systems, the primary
ecurity objective is availability, partly evidenced by the ran-
omware attacks on smart grids. One of the few exceptions is
utomated metering for which confidentiality is critical.
DLT : A DLT enables recording data in multiple systems (nodes)

n an asynchronous fashion while allowing multiple parties to
ead the data. The key characteristics of DLT are:

Asymmetric cryptography: Asymmetric (public and private key)
ryptography is typically implemented by DLTs to ensure non-
epudiation and data integrity.

Non-repudiation: Non-repudiation ensures that the individ-
al/device that digitally signs the data with their private key
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cannot deny that they have signed the data. The private key is
known only by the owner and is not shared. The associated public
key is used by the receiver to verify that the transmitted data has
not been altered in transmission. The public key may be sent to
multiple recipients/devices.

Specifically, the private key of the sender is used in the gen-
ration of a message digest that is sent with the message. The
essage is sent in the clear, that is, the data is not encrypted.
he receiver of the message generates a message digest using
he public key of the sender. The two message digests must
atch to ensure the data has not been altered in transmission.
symmetric cryptographic does not include data encryption for
onfidentiality. Current blockchain/DLT implementations do not
nclude symmetric key cryptography as an inherent component.
epending on the specific DLT implementation, symmetric key
ryptography for confidentiality may augment the asymmetric
ryptography.
Immutability: Once a transaction is recorded [24], it is very

ifficult to delete or rollback that transaction. This ensures the
rovenance of the transaction. Immutability is implemented us-
ng sequential hashing and a digital signature.

Anonymity: Each transaction is digitally signed with a pri-
ate key that is known only by the owner. Therefore, the ‘‘real’’
dentity of the owner is not revealed.

Traceability: Every transaction added to the ledger is digitally
igned and timestamped. This provides for a link to the previous
lock. Therefore, a full history back to the beginning can be
econstructed .

Data integrity: This includes tamper evidence by providing
he ability to identify data modification and tamper resistance,
hich is the difficulty of modifying past transaction records. Data

ntegrity is implemented using cryptographic digital signatures.
ata integrity mechanisms are used to identify any data tamper-
ng (it is worth noting that it is not possible currently to prevent
ata tampering).
Transactions are digitally signed with the private key of the

ender and verified by the receiver using the associated public
ey of the sender. A timestamp and a hash of the transaction
Merkle tree) are also included in the transaction.

A cryptographic hash function maps strings of bits to fixed-
ength strings of bits. The function should satisfy the following
wo properties:

1. One way: It is computationally infeasible to find for a given
output an input which maps to this output, and

2. Collision resistant: For a given input, it is computationally
infeasible to find a second input that maps to the same
output.

DLT Classes: There are two general classes of DLT: private
(permissioned) and public (permissionless) [25].1 In a public ar-
hitecture, all of the following conditions apply:

• Anyone in the system can participate.
• Read/write access is open to all participants.
• Any node can participate in the consensus process.
• Transactions are visible to all participants.

This means that the DLT state and its transactions are trans-
arent and accessible to everyone. Any node joining a public
LT network can validate transactions including those from rogue
odes. To mitigate attacks from malicious nodes, the DLT network
mplements a consensus algorithm. Currently, several consensus

1 The authors recognize that there are experimental architectural and imple-
entations that could be categorized as Hybrid and may not fall under either
f the classes. Due to its evolving nature, hybrid class is not discussed in this
aper but may be considered in future publications.
3

algorithms exist, such as Proof of Work (PoW) [25], Proof of Stake
(PoS), Proof of Authority (PoA) [26], Proof of Control (PoC), Proof
of Burn (PoB) [27], Byzantine Fault Tolerance (BFT)-based con-
sensus [28,29], etc. These help ensure that the system will arrive
at consensus and continue to operate even when node(s) fail or
are corrupted. In a private architecture, the following conditions
apply:

• Only participants with permissions can participate.
• Read and write access requires permissions.
• Transactions are visible to participants who have been

granted permission.

Consequently, only authorized and trusted entities can partic-
ipate in the activities within the DLT. By allowing only autho-
rized entities to participate in activities within the DLT, a private
architecture can help ensure the privacy of the chain data.

For the energy sector, private DLTs are recommended if there
is sensitivity of the power grid application data. This requires
implementation of identification and authentication security con-
trols for participating devices and individuals. In addition, se-
curity gains also require that the blockchain and associated ap-
plications, operating systems, etc. are developed, deployed and
managed with cybersecurity best practices. DLT is not a panacea,
and many deployments have failed in the absence of cybersecu-
rity basics. A comparative analysis of public permissionless and
private permissioned blockchains is provided in Appendix.

3. DLT standardization and cybersecurity characteristics for
the energy sector

The IEEE P2418.5 Blockchain in Energy Standards Working
Group (WG) aims to propose, develop, and disseminate a set of
standardization procedures and a framework to generate holistic
and applicable DLT related guidelines for the energy industry by
also aiming at the following objectives:

• Design, offer and develop an inter-operable, safe, open, and
applicable standardization framework that is based on the
solid reference architecture framework for the energy sector
(mainly for the power industry, and partially oil and gas
industry).

• Conceptualize the initial reference architecture framework
and map selected energy use cases where blockchain tech-
nology can be implemented with the proposed framework.
The energy use cases are identified by the WG members,
industrial surveys, and detailed literature reviews continu-
ously.

• Further develop the initially proposed reference architec-
ture framework by interacting with other IEEE Standardiza-
tion WGs and other related organizations such as the IEEE
Blockchain enabled Transactive Energy (BCTE) Initiative in a
coordinated way that aims to effectively enable coordination
and create synergies. Some essential tasks, such developing
initial architecture, development of demonstration projects
and further communication activities, are accomplished in
initiatives with IEEE BCTE ; and

• Publicize the outcomes of the WG with the global audi-
ence via articles, position papers, reports, newsletter, panels,
webinars and standards documents.

The IEEE P2418.5 WG in built on the Task Forces (TFs): (1) Use
Cases, (2) Interoperability, (3) Cybersecurity, and (4) Smart Con-
tracts. The general structure of the IEEE P2418.5 WG is depicted
in Fig. 1.

Interoperability and scalability are some of the key factors
for technology real-world deployment. Such maturity can be

achieved through standardizing the underlying building blocks
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Fig. 1. General structure of the IEEE SA P2418.5 Working Group.

uch as protocols, data structures, hierarchical functions within
he technology, etc. This section provides a detailed overview
f various cybersecurity risks, benefits, attack surfaces, and key
echnical questions and considerations that can be addressed
hrough standardization.

.1. Cryptographic key management and performance impact

DLT relies on the use of cryptographic algorithms, specifi-
ally asymmetric (public/private) cryptography and secure hash
lgorithms. Specification of the cryptographic algorithms and key
anagement processes (e.g., generation, storage, escrow, distri-
ution, revocation, update) is not included in a general DLT doc-
ment. However, these algorithms and processes are critical to
he effectiveness and security of a DLT. Typically, a Public Key
nfrastructure (PKI) is implemented that is responsible for all
ey management activities. Using a blockchain-based key man-
gement system that is integrated with an existing X.509 PKI is
ecommended. This will require the implementation of a Certifi-
ate Authority (CA) responsible for generating and distributing
igital certificates. A certificate revocation list or Online Certifi-
ate Status Protocol (OCSP) maintains the list of certificates that
re no longer valid.
To mitigate vulnerabilities related to weak or flawed imple-

entation of the cryptography, validated cryptographic algo-
ithms and cryptographic modules should be implemented. If key
anagement is not implemented correctly, the integrity of the
LT can be compromised. Credentialing the participants is im-
ortant to ensure integrity, non-repudiation, and authentication.
Performance impact: For the OT environment, performance and

atency are critical. Cryptographic key management is perfor-
ance intensive. If used in the OT environment, this needs to be
ssessed. If the DLT is implemented in the corporate domain, this
s not as significant an issue.

.2. Cybersecurity benefits

At a technology level, the majority of the DLT benefits could be
rouped under two areas: (1) integrity, i.e., tamper evidence, and
esistance and (2) availability and network fault tolerance. The list
f benefits may grow when a DLT is evaluated in the context of
use case. In this subsection, the above two benefits are briefly
iscussed:
Tamper Evidence and Resistance: Outside of the financial tech

pace, DLTs typically are presented as solutions due to their tam-
er resistance properties that make them useful as robust audit
4

logs that ensure the integrity of data. In a DLT, historical records
are generally bound to the current state of the database via
cryptographic hash functions. Due to the computational hardness
of attacking this association (finding targeted hash collisions),
malicious changes to past records are unlikely to be successful
and are likely to be detected.

By default, conventional databases are not designed to be
tamper-evident in this manner. Attackers with root access to
machines where the database is stored have the ability to change
its contents. Without sufficient monitoring, attacks may even go
undetected. In addition, many of these databases are centralized,
meaning that there are single or few points that an attacker needs
to target to tamper with data. DLTs are naturally designed to
require monitoring by a fairly large network, so to successfully
tamper with data on the DLT, an attacker potentially needs to
target the entire (or majority of) the network (e.g. Sybil Attacks,
as discussed later in this subsection) to accomplish this. This gives
DLTs a degree of robustness to attack that conventional databases
do not typically have by design in a distributed trust setting.

Availability and Network Fault Tolerance: Centralized datastores
often have limited access to networks that can be easily dis-
rupted by single, localized events (such as a power failure, loss of
network connectivity, adverse weather, natural disasters, or ad-
versarial attack). These events prevent users from pulling the data
that they need when they need it and making necessary changes.
In a DLT, the maintenance and access of the data is redundantly
provided by the whole network. This gives distributed ledger
users the ability to safely access the ledger by communicating
with most participating nodes on the network. This increased
level of access makes the data very available in a manner that
is tolerant to abrupt connectivity issues in the network. It should
be noted that this is not a unique benefit to distributed ledgers
as distributed databases (no Blockchain-like architecture) have
existed for a while.

3.3. Cybersecurity risks

Similar to the benefits discussed in the above section, cyber-
security risks may change when DLT is analyzed in the context
of a use case. The objective of this subsection is to briefly discuss
known risks that were captured in the literature, namely (1) at-
tacks on the cryptography [25], (2) denial of service (DoS) [30,31],
(3) Sybil attacks [32], (4) selfish mining attacks, (5) unauthorized
access [33,34], and 6) bugs in smart contracts.

Attacks on Cryptography: DLTs rely heavily on cryptography
o enforce their security properties and enable certain capabil-
ties that are not normally possible or feasible without cryp-
ography. Due to the nature of the field, the security of most
ryptographic capabilities is based on fundamental, unproven
ssumptions about the hardness of certain computational prob-
ems. If these assumptions are not fully implemented, there are
lmost certainly weaknesses in the application that use them. For
nstance, some standardized cryptographic schemes rely on the
ifficulty of factoring large composite integers into their prime
actors. Even now, an efficient algorithm for integer factorization
s not known to exist nor is there a known proof of computational
ardness. For example, there have been a number of studies that
evealed vulnerabilities in various cryptographic primitives that
nderpin (popular) DLTs [35–37].
This is not merely an existential problem. Many DLT imple-

entations use cryptography that has been around for nearly
wo decades and for which security was calibrated to specified
ecurity levels, performance requirements, and known offensive
echniques at the time. Because expectations in computing power
row as time progresses, cryptography has a limited shelf-life,
sually on the order of a few decades. The anticipated intro-
uction of scalable quantum computers that can crack these
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standards has pushed cryptographers and standardization bod-
ies, such as the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST), to seek replacement cryptographic methods. NIST has
an ongoing competition to design and evaluate next generation,
post-quantum cryptography. The potential loss in security due
to quantum computing has led to a great interest in adapting
more secure cryptographic primitives for the DLT systems and
transition plans. This concern is primarily applicable to asymmet-
ric cryptographic algorithms. The current view is that symmetric
and hash algorithms still will be useful when quantum computing
becomes commercially available. The recommendation will be to
use longer key sizes for symmetric algorithms and larger hash
sizes.

Denial of Service: DLT architectures tend to heavily rely on
etwork connectivity to quickly propagate state changes through
he decentralized system. For many designs, the communication
verhead scales along with the size of the network, security
evel, and sophistication of the interactions. This makes these
ecentralized systems highly susceptible to DoS attacks mounted
y adversaries. Distributed ledger systems can significantly slow
own, become more expensive to operate, or even stall with
sufficient amount of interference. In most cases, it is fairly

nexpensive to generate and simulate multiple identities or con-
ections to a distributed network, requiring that mechanisms be
dded to deter them. This is generally addressed by imposing a
ost (largely seen in a PoW or stake mechanism) or by limiting
ccess to the network by requiring permissions (largely seen in
oA or voting based consensus).
Sybil Attack: Many DLTs rely heavily on their consensus net-

work to make the correct determination about the current state
of the chain. This often requires delegating the trust for this
task to the majority (greater than 50%) of participants on the
network. Having more honest participants verifying transactions
and changes on a blockchain increases the network’s resilience to
a colluding majority that attempts to cheat.

A Sybil attack is characterized by the use of constructed iden-
ities or an atypical amount of resources to attempt to artificially
reate a colluding majority. For consensus networks based on
aw votes, a Sybil attacker would create many fake identities
o control more votes. If the attackers can obtain a controlling
hare of the network, they can force through changes that they
ish. Because false identities can be fairly cheap to create, some
lockchain implementations opt for consensus mechanisms that
ave a bias toward compute power. In this setting, a 51% a Sybil
ttack must control the majority of the network’s compute power
ather than identities. In multiple PoW blockchain DLTs, this is
ypically measured as a hash rate—the rate at which hashes are
omputed in an attempt to brute force search for a valid hash
nput (thus validating the proposed block).

Sybil attacks can affect both permissionless and permissioned
LTs, although different resources are required to mount an
ttack in each setting. Permissioned DLTs that rely on compute
ower for network consensus are open to increased risk since
n authorized attacker no longer has to compete with global
ompute power, but simply whatever computational power is
eing dedicated by the rest of the network (usually far smaller).
ermissioned DLTs could instead use a proof of majority or PoA
onsensus mechanism to mitigate this threat. It is important
o note that these design principles for permissioned DLTs do
ot prevent Sybil attacks themselves; they are simply moving
he security problem elsewhere and relying on the ability of
etwork operators to correctly enforce access controls to mitigate
ttacks. Networks that employ stringent enough access controls
nd countermeasures for identity-based attacks may not benefit
rom distributed trust because a significant portion of the trust is

entralized on the network operators. In these settings, a regular

5

database (centralized or distributed) with cryptographic signa-
tures for attestation could be sufficient instead of a DLT-based
solution.

Selfish Mining Attack: In an ideal proof-of-work based
blockchain DLT, miners are generally incentivized to publish
a successfully mined (validated) block immediately to get the
payout. A selfish mining attack involves a miner that holds off on
publishing a successfully mined block to continue mining subse-
quent blocks. This allows a selfish miner to have a competitive
advantage to mining their own private chain, because if they are
to publish it later, it is more likely to be longer (has more PoW)
and accepted by the network. Any other chains that other miners
have been building will have been wasted. This is detrimental
to the network because a certain fraction of compute power is
being wasted and not being spent on maintaining the integrity
of the blockchain. Distributed ledger developers can adapt to this
by choosing parameters that reduce the advantage that selfish
miners can gain and the likelihood that they can succeed.

Unauthorized Access: A permissioned DLT is susceptible to
similar vulnerabilities as to a normal enterprise logon system.
If an attacker can compromise the credentials of an authorized
participant, they can obtain access to sensitive information and be
able to perform unauthorized operations. Sufficient cyber moni-
toring and strict user authentication can mitigate this problem,
but the most ideal approach is to have the system designed to
be robust to unauthorized accesses and naturally limit potential
damage or compromise. User authentication controls are typically
outside the scope of DLT.

Bugs in Smart Contracts: One of the appeals of smart contracts
is that they are intended to always function in an exacting man-
ner as defined in their code. In the financial world, this creates
a situation in which parties are virtually guaranteed to receive
the digital commodities (or funds) if they satisfy the conditions
of the contract, regardless of any legislative or judicial body rules.
This can greatly reduce the amount of risk undertaken by parties
that are willing to satisfy and fulfill the terms of a smart contract.
In some situations, the presence of arbitration, judges, or other
legal counsel helps resolve ambiguities and steer conduct toward
satisfying the intended spirit of the contract rather than what it
technically says. Smart contracts are formally specified instruc-
tions that behave similar to computer code. Just as computer
programs are susceptible to catastrophic bugs and errors, smart
contracts are too. An example is provided by the Directed Acyclic
Graph (DAO) attack, as explained in [38].

The attacks described above generally apply to all DLT im-
plementations, including those in the financial sector, typically
cryptocurrency. The assessments on the most common attacks
on DLT focus on permissionless DLTs, the financial sector, and
cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin [39,40]. Included in the cryp-
tocurrency attack list are exchange hack, ransomware, 51% attack,
phishing for private keys, investment scam, and extortion. In
general, these attacks are specific to the application – finance and
cryptocurrency – rather than on the DLT infrastructure.

Disconnection between Physical and Cyber Layers: Many activi-
ties relevant to the power and energy domain could benefit from
some of the security properties that DLTs include. It is important
to remember that DLT solutions do not come with the ability
to assure that cyber record keeping will match with real world
events. The protections that DLTs employ only apply to the virtual
records that are created. There is not much to stop an adversary
from fabricating/falsifying the data and pushing them to the DLT.
For example, if DLT is used for a supply chain management
solution where a QR code or barcode is attached to a physical
asset, the physical asset can be represented in the DLT through
the unique identifier associated with the physical asset. In such

a case, the human intermediaries would update the state of the
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asset. Although the DLT would help track the entire history of
the asset, other mechanisms should be in place to make sure that
the data entered by the human intermediaries is accurate in the
first place. A potential solution to address such a challenge would
be to have a sensor that can automatically update the virtual
profile of the physical asset with minimal human intervention.
Many solutions have been explored at a theoretical level, but fully
deployed/in-production practical solutions are yet to be seen.

Implementations and Specifications Disagreement: Even if a DLT
esign is guaranteed secure in a theoretical setting, these systems
ften have vulnerabilities introduced during implementation. Un-
ortunately, system modeling and software engineering tooling is
ot yet advanced enough to make the development process ro-
ust against small errors in critical sections of the codebase. Rig-
rous evaluation, assessment, and testing frameworks are needed
o make sure that a distributed ledger system will function as
ntended and not leave an exploitable bug that compromises the
ecurity of the entire network. Note: this potential vulnerability
s applicable to all systems, not just DLTs.

.4. Attack surface and DLT usability analysis

Because the power and energy systems are very high value
argets for attackers, the use case development team should have
eripheral security measures in addition to any of the security
ttributes of the DLT. Relying only on DLT-based attributes may
ot provide comprehensive security. If the DLT is not configured
nd deployed properly, there is always a risk of increased attack
urface due to DLTs.
Because power and energy system operations require exten-

ive verification of physical properties of machines, systems, and
aterials, peripheral verification and validation measures might
e needed pertaining to the physical systems. DLTs can only
nsure certain virtual, cyber properties about the data and digital
ommodity that may represent the physical system or participate
n behalf of the physical system. Furthermore, DLTs can poten-
ially be a benefit to the management of results from verification
rocesses.
In addition, DLTs that rely heavily on security provided by

onsensus mechanisms may only be appropriate for some of the
ower and energy use cases. Existing distributed ledger systems
re (ideally) designed so that the benefit from performing an
ttack against the consensus mechanisms will come at too great
f a cost. This provides some game-theoretic security, since it is
ot rational to perform an attack that does not optimize payout.
owever, certain classes of attackers could be willing to pay
ignificant amounts to perform the attacks and thwart the system.
lternatives to consensus, such as verifiable proofs provided by
uccinct Non-Interactive Argument of Knowledge (SNARK) [41],
hat have cryptographic levels of security, could be more useful.
iscussion and comparison of consensus-alternatives are beyond
he scope of this paper.

Given that DLTs still are evolving, there are many critical
esearch questions regarding the use of DLTs that the use case
eveloper should consider addressing:

1. What are the trust gaps in the use case that are not effec-
tively addressed by existing methods? In such use cases,
could private/permissioned DLTs become the trust anchor
and ensure integrity of the data and the processes?

2. What are the engineering requirements of the use case
or application that would theoretically benefit from DLT?
How would those requirements map to DLT features?
Would the application need all the features of a DLT (e.g.,
immutable ledger, smart contracts/chaincode platforms,
etc.) [42]?
 t

6

3. What are the cybersecurity requirements of the use case?
What peripheral systems are needed in a DLT-based solu-
tion to ensure that security constraints are met?

4. Are there any availability-driven requirements? In such a
case, would DLTs inherent latency and throughput limita-
tions negatively impact the use case?

5. What are the economic implications (return on invest-
ment) of using DLT as compared to existing and non-DLT
solutions? Economic implications may include platform de-
ployment costs, workforce training and development costs,
etc.;

6. Can DLT evolve based on advancements in cryptography
(e.g., by using post-quantum cryptography and zero knowl-
edge proofs)? If not, can a chosen DLT be morphed or
customized with high/advanced security features?

7. What are the security (e.g., cybersecurity, physical security,
etc.) trade-offs between DLT vs non-DLT solutions for a use
case?

8. What are the long-term scalability and interoperability
limitations and challenges?

9. Based on the above considerations, what is the prioritized
list of power and energy use cases or use case subsystems
that would benefit from DLT?

10. What are the scalability limitations? Particularly for the
power and energy environment with performance limita-
tions and latency concerns, what are the use case scalability
thresholds, and can DLT satisfy those requirements? For ex-
ample, is there some limit in the number of DLT nodes that
can be deployed without significantly adversely impacting
performance?

11. What are the data storage and accessibility requirements
that need to be satisfied by the DLT?

Once the use case architecture is determined, an attack surface
nalysis should be performed to identify the attack vectors and
elect the mitigation strategies. These attack vectors may be, for
xample, specific to the DLT that is implemented, the timing
ource, or the cryptographic key management infrastructure.

. DLT cybersecurity stack

This section presents the blockchain/DLT layers, architectural
efinitions, and pertaining components across the layers. Follow-
ng the layer definition, this section presents mapped architec-
ures between the DLT cybersecurity stack and the OSI model,
CP/IP model, and SGAM. Furthermore, cybersecurity considera-
ions and potential cybersecurity attributes across the blockchain/
LT layers are discussed. The scope of the presented stack incor-
orates DLT including but not limited to blockchains. Discussed
echnical attributes of this section leverages some of the existing
esearch [43–45].

.1. Layers and definitions

Application layer: This layer contains applications, software,
cripts, programs that can be used by the users (e.g., human
sers and nodes) to interact with the DLT. In a sense, these
oftware applications are above the DLT core and therefore do
ot fully belong to the DLT. However, these applications should be
eveloped based on the boundary conditions and rules defined by
he blockchain. Applications should be developed following Sys-
em Development Life Cycle (SDLC) processes and ensure cyber
ecurity by design. Defense-in-breadth, secure software testing
rocesses, patching, and configuration management should be
n place throughout the application lifecycle. This applies to all
pplications, not just DLT applications. Elements of the applica-

ion layer have the ability to trigger rulebases and program code
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(such as smart contracts, chain code, atomic swaps, etc.) that
eside in the execution layer (below). These software applications
ave the ability to perform two-way communication: (1) down-
ard communications that lead inside the DLT (starting from the
xecution layer) and (2) upward communications that are out-
ide the DLT. These upward communications can be performed
hrough application programming interfaces (API), Oracles, etc.
ther elements of this layer include user interface/graphical user
nterface (UI/GUI), performance analysis applications such as Hy-
erledger CaliperTM, etc. Elements of this layer may be considered
s off-chain processes or on the fence of DLT and the outside
orld.
Execution layer: This layer contains the DLT rules, program

ogic such as smart contracts, chain code, etc. The software ap-
lications from the application layer trigger the code and rules
n the execution layer and instruct the code in the execution
ayer that results in the execution of a transaction. In cases where
he execution layer code requires data from off-chain databases,
he code can trigger oracles that reside in the application layer
or between the application layer and outside world) to fetch
ata/information from off-chain sources to the execution layer
ode.
Consensus layer: The consensus layer is a critical component of

DLT technologies, especially blockchains. This layer facilitates dis-
tributed trust, ownership, and control. In this, wide-spread con-
sensus forming nodes across different geographical and network
locations work independently toward consensus of transactions.
There are two common consensus types: (1) proof-based con-
sensus and (2) voting-based consensus. Examples of proof-based
consensus are Proof of Work, Proof of Authority, Proof of Stake,
Proof of Elapsed Time (PoET), etc. Furthermore, some of those
proof-based consensus are tailored across adoptions. Examples of
such tailored proof-based consensus approaches include Greedy
Heaviest-Observed Sub-Tree (GHOST-PoW), sharding-PoW, DAG-
PoW, etc. Unlike the proof-based consensus, voting-based consen-
sus does not require the consensus forming nodes to ‘‘prove’’ their
work, stake, authority, etc. Instead, voting-based consensus often
relies on the process of an independent set of nodes presumably
performing the same logical computations (or running program
logic such as chaincode) to generate a solution/answer/vote. A
vote from a consensus-forming node could lean toward approval
or disapproval of a transaction. Depending on the rules defined,
a certain threshold of approval votes needs to be reached for a
transaction to be approved and for the block creation process.
Examples of voting-based consensus include Practical Byzantine
Fault Tolerance (PBFT), Istanbul-BFT, Hybrid BFT, etc. Consensus
as two main properties: (1) indicates an agreement among
he distributed nodes and synchronizes them and (2) validates
ransactions and ensures reliable and fault-tolerant operations.

Data model layer: This layer handles functions and operations
elated to the blockchain creation itself in addition to ledger
aintenance tasks. Note that this layer does not define the final

edger state, a global consensus is required to approve the final
ransactions and block creations. However, the process of group-
ng the transactions into the block, creating a block (or appending
o the ledger), maintaining a common state of the ledger, etc. are
andled in this layer. Functions in this layer are primarily related
o data orchestration processes but in the context of distributed
atabases, ledgers, etc. Examples of such processes are grouping

or arranging the transactions into blocks, appending the block
to the distributed ledger, and replicating the identical and up-
dated data-structure/ledger across the network, etc. This level of
network-wide replicability (achieved through the communication
infrastructure discussed in the network layer) eliminates single
points of failure through attacks related to compromised nodes,

data manipulation and injection to corrupt a ledger node, etc.

7

Compromising a set of nodes does not compromise the entire net-
work. Therefore, immutability and distributed trust can be related
to the processes in the data model layer. Security aspects related
to digitally signing the transactions in a block through asym-
metric cryptography, generating the hash of the block through
SHA-256 (or more secure) algorithm fall under the data model
layer. The content of a block or structure of a block depends on
the blockchain/DLT technology. However, the underlying security
components related to digital signature and hashing processes
may be common across many DLT technologies. Aspects dis-
cussed under this layer may be mostly contextual to blockchain
DLTs. Equivalent/similar processes in non-blockchain DLTs will be
captured in forthcoming iterations of the DLT cybersecurity stack.

When transactions are submitted to a blockchain network,
the transactions are ordered in a block. For energy transactions,
specific data attributes must be present on the transaction such
as: date, timestamp, certificate type, tracking system ID, certifi-
cate data, renewable fuel type, renewable facility location, project
name, utility to which the project is interconnected, emissions
rate of the renewable source, certificate ID along with other
attributes associated with the certificate [46].

Network layer: The network layer corresponds to the commu-
ication infrastructure that is needed to facilitate transactions,
nformation and data sharing between the nodes. Protocols and
ethods to facilitate discovery and communication between the
eer nodes belong in this layer. If nodes are expected to transact
y digitally signing data-in-transit or engage in verification and
alidation of the transactions, such processes should be defined
n this layer. Protocol suites such as the Recursive Length Prefix
RLPx), Transport Layer Security (TLS), and other secure node-to-
ode handshaking mechanisms should be identified under this
ayer. It is recommended to use standard protocols instead of
ustom defining new/proprietary protocols. It is worth noting
hat RLPx is used in the Ethereum blockchain and it is not widely
sed across other DLTs. Hyperledger Fabric and some private
lockchain use TLS for secure handshaking.
Infrastructure layer: This layer corresponds to the virtual and

hysical computers or software agents that participate as the
uthorized blockchain nodes. The nodes should be capable of
erforming cryptographic operations (such as digital signature
nd hashing), maintaining and varying the identity of other nodes
nd providing its identity information for authentication and
uthorization by the network/other nodes. Depending on the DLT,
ecurity aspects related to Membership Service Provider (MSP),
ctive Directory (AD) fall within this layer. Hence, tools and
rocesses that facilitate access controls, define identity of the
odes, and ensure permissions belong in this layer as part of
he nodes. Furthermore, aspects related to on-chain and off-chain
torage infrastructure.
Physical layer: In several use cases, this layer may not have any

elevance. The use of DLT-based industrial use cases where IoT
evices and sensors play central role is an emerging trend [47].
owever, in use cases where sensors and IoT devices are expected
o participate in blockchain, those systems are expected to be
art of this layer. The sensor systems may not have the capacity
r capability to directly join as nodes in the DLT. In such cases,
he sensors would need to interact with the middleware agents
hat are part of the infrastructure layer to participate in the DLT
etwork.
The summary scheme of the proposed DLT cybersecurity stack

s provided in Table 1.

.2. Cybersecurity mapping to the DLT cybersecurity stack

Before articulating the technical attributes of various cyber-
ecurity components and their relation to the blockchain layers,
ere are the critical definitions:
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Table 1
The proposed IEEE P2418.5 DLT cybersecurity stack. CFT: Crash Fault Tolerance;
UID: Unique Identifier; OS: Operating System.
Application
layer

Applications that trigger rule-bases and program
code. APIs, UI/GUIs, Oracles, distributed applications,
marketplace & monetization, etc.

Execution layer Rule-bases and program code. Examples: smart
contracts, chaincode, atomic sweeps, tokens, etc.

Consensus
layer

Consensus protocols: proof-based, voting-based, etc.
Examples: PoW, PoA, PoS, BFT, CFT, round-robin,
endorsing

Data model
layer

Data (and time) synchronization. Ordering services,
block creation, chain structure, hashing, etc.

Network layer Peer-to-peer transaction broadcast/discovery.
Connectivity, runtime, telecommunications, network
parameters

Infrastructure
layer

Data storage entities. Logical blockchain nodes:
Virtual Machines/clusters/Kubernetes, etc.

Physical layer Systems participating on behalf of the users.
Examples: Sensors, IoT devices with UID, OS, etc.

1. Public key certificate: A data structure that contains an
entity identifier(s), the entity public key (including an in-
dication of the associated set of domain parameters) and
possibly other information, along with a signature on that
data set that is generated by a trusted party, e.g., a cer-
tificate authority, thereby binding the public key to the
included identifier(s).

2. Cryptographic key management: The activities involved in
the handling of cryptographic keys and other related pa-
rameters (e.g., initialization vectors and domain parame-
ters) during the entire life cycle of the keys, including their
generation, storage, establishment, entry and output into
cryptographic modules, use and destruction.

3. Identity: The set of attribute values (e.g., characteristics) by
which an entity is recognizable and that is sufficient to
distinguish that entity from any other entity.

4. Authentication: Verifying the identity of a user, process,
or device, often as a prerequisite to allowing access to
resources in a system.

5. Authorization: Access privileges that are granted to an en-
tity; the right or a permission that is granted to a system
entity to access a system resource. Node participants are
provided with a specific set of privileges based on the role
of the participant. For example, privileges could be used to
define which participants can only read transactions (au-
ditors), and which ones can read and submit transactions
(buyers/sellers), while others can have elevated privileges
to add or remove participants (admins).

The diagram of Fig. 2 illustrates the allocation of the cy-
bersecurity layers to the layers in the DLT cybersecurity stack.
Allocation does not mean that the cybersecurity functionality
must be implemented in the layer. The allocation will depend
on the DLT that is implemented. The objective is to ensure that
the cybersecurity controls are considered at each of the DLT
layers. Also, because the focus is on DLT, security controls such
as configuration management, auditing, and system monitoring
are out of scope of this document.

Below is the list of considerations, assumptions, and contex-
tual information pertaining to the above figure and are specific to
blockchain/DLT.

1. Physical layer has a lot of cybersecurity concerns such
as data security and privacy across different vendors and
8

Fig. 2. The P2418.5 DLT cybersecurity stack with associated cyber security
attributes.

manufacturers. These concerns can be addressed through
public key certificates, identity, and/or authentication. Many
of these cybersecurity controls are outside the scope of
blockchain/DLT.

2. Sensor gateways can handle cryptographic key manage-
ment, where asymmetric keys may be stored encrypted
or in a hardware security module to minimize the impact
from security attacks. Note that gateways and sensors are
considered part of the infrastructure.

3. Certificate verification may occur at the node/system to
minimize security and concerns such as single point of
failure attacks.

4. 100% mapping with SGAM cannot be expected. For exam-
ple, the sub-activity or sub-process of an activity/process in
a layer of the SGAM can be carried out in another layer of
the SGAM to provide and enhance continuity of the (main)
activity.

5. Auditing and access control are not inherent components
of blockchain/DLT.

6. Network layer security is provided at the network layer to
protect network communications across packets routing.

7. Identity, Authentication, and Authorization (IAA) could hap-
pen in one or more layers depending on the DLT in use.
For instance, IAA might happen at the application layer in
Hyperledger Fabric. In this work, identity attributes such
as names, Media Access Control (MAC) addresses, and/or
IP addresses can go to respective layers. Also, IAA may be
implemented outside the DLT.

8. Data may be rechecked for integrity at each layer based
on the structure of the received information to support the
identification of potential vulnerabilities across all layers.

4.3. TCP/IP and OSI mapping to the blockchain cybersecurity stack

In this section, the TCP/IP and OSI models are mapped to
the DLT cybersecurity stack based on the functionalities of the
stack layers. A well-defined set of services are made available
within each of these layers. As shown in Fig. 3, the application
and execution layers of the blockchain stack handle all functions
(such as application lifecycle management) carried out by the
TCP/IP model application layer and the OSI model application,

presentation, and session layers.
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Fig. 3. The P2418.5 DLT cybersecurity stack mapped against OSI and TCP/IP
models.

The integrated functions of the blockchain stack consensus,
ata model, and network layers are associated with the TCP/IP
odel transport and internet layers as well as the OSI model

ransport and network layers. Functions like group-based
ecision-making on transactions, broadcasting the transactions,
nd providing the communication infrastructure needed for fa-
ilitating the transactions via the blockchain stack fits into the
bility to establish and exchange transactions using the TCP/IP or
SI model.
Furthermore, the functions of the blockchain stack infrastruc-

ure and physical layers are carried out by the network access
ayer of the TCP/IP model and the data link and physical lay-
rs of the OSI model. In this case, the logical representation of
lockchain nodes (and other entities) via the blockchain stack
orresponds with the specification of the nodes and means of data
elivery between the nodes via the TCP/IP or OSI model.

.4. SGAM mapping to the DLT blockchain cybersecurity stack

SGAM is a reference model that aims to address Smart Grid
rchitectural frameworks in a multi-layer structure. The SGAM
eference architecture consists of the following five main inter-
perability layers:

• Business layer
• Function layer
• Information layer
• Communication layer
• Component layer.

The SGAM interoperability layers are designed to present a
raceable and simplified high-level presentation of smart grids
eference architecture and their functionalities. The SGAM in-
eroperability layers take into account previous similar frame-
orks described in the GridWise Architecture Council (GWAC)
tack [48].
A schematic diagram depicting the mapping of the GridWise

o SGAM interoperability layers is shown in Fig. 4 and then
iscussed in the following paragraphs.
Business Layer: The business view and perspectives are pre-

sented in this layer. Energy policy regulatory, business model
development and power market (economic) points of views and
structures are accommodated under this layer.

Function Layer: This layer deals with the functions, services
and their interactions with other layers and various actors (stake-
holders) and physical implementations in terms of use cases,
applications, and systems.
 E

9

Fig. 4. Mapping of the GridWise to SGAM interoperability layers [48].

Information Layer: The information that is generated, pro-
cessed, transmitted and stored between functions, actors, com-
ponents and systems are represented in this layer. DLT and other
similar information-driven technology and frameworks are ac-
commodated under the information layer.

Communication Layer: The communication protocols, mecha-
nisms, functions and technologies are addressed under this layer
by linking them to corresponding smart grids use cases.

Component Layer: Physical components of smart grids such
as power generation, transmission and distribution systems and
their measurement, control, protection, telecommunication and
monitoring equipment are emphasized under this layer.

A one-to-one mapping of the SGAM and the DLT cybersecurity
stack is not possible. But it is possible to refer to some layers
and functionality of the SGAM framework and investigate if there
will be a need to further develop similar smart grid frameworks
to satisfy the needs of emerging digitalization technologies such
as blockchain DLT. The mapping of the DLT cybersecurity stack
against the SGAM model is described in the following, and then
reported in the schematic diagram of Fig. 5.

• The Component Layer of SGAM can be linked to the physical
and infrastructure layers of the DLT cybersecurity stack.

• The Communication Layer of SGAM is linked to the DLT
network layer.

• The Information Layer of SGAM is linked to the DLT data
model layer.

• The Function Layer of SGAM is linked to the DLT consensus
and application layers.

• The Business Layer is not directly linked to the proposed DLT
cybersecurity stack but is indirectly reflected under the DLT
application layer by considering the business logic behind
the use cases.

The diagram of Fig. 6 illustrates the attributes that are relevant
to the energy sector, cybersecurity, and to both. This is not a
comprehensive list to include all cybersecurity controls, but high-
lights the major categories. As described above, several of these
attributes are not inherent components of DLT.

The existing regulatory frameworks2 that govern the energy
sector require the implementation and auditability of granu-
lar security controls, hardening of devices participating in the
generation and delivery of energy across the grid, network seg-
mentation, and protection of the data and the grid. All of the
above factors are most appropriately suited by a permissioned
blockchain network that is only accessible to authorized network
participants and supports enforcing security controls.

2 NERC: North American Electric Reliability Corporation in the USA; NIS Direc-
ive: Network and Information Security Directive in the European Union; FERC:
ederal Energy Regulatory Commission in the United States; NEM: National
lectricity Market in Australia
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Fig. 5. The P2418.5 DLT cybersecurity stack mapped against the SGAM model.

Fig. 6. Cybersecurity attributes and considerations pertaining to DLT applica-
tions in power and energy use cases.

5. Blockchain use cases

The objective of this section is to theoretically demonstrate the
sability of the previously discussed DLT cybersecurity stack. Five
ifferent power and energy use cases are discussed and mapped
o the DLT cybersecurity stack. The use cases discussed in this
ection are as follows:

1. Distributed Energy Resource (DER) Integration
2. Environmental Commodity Management and Trading
3. Microgrid Applications
4. Electric Vehicle (EV) Charging
5. Supply Chain.

Similar to most power and energy use cases, permissioned
LTs with PoA or voting-based consensus are potentially the
ost appropriate architectures. The reason behind the above

ecommendation is due to the nature of the power and energy
cosystem where only a known set of participants will be allowed
o transact on DLT. Following subsections will discuss each of the
bove use cases, sequence of operations, and use case compo-
ents in the context of DLT (using the stack). Note that all of these
10
use cases may have fairly similar cybersecurity considerations
and pitfalls. Use case specific threat models and attack trees are
beyond the scope of this paper and will be a strong consideration
for future work. The selected general cybersecurity considerations
pertaining to the power and energy use cases are described
below:

1. DLT implementations across these use cases are subject to
several well-known threats such as malware, Distributed
Denial of Service (DDoS), Man-in-the-Middle (MitM), ran-
somware, etc. Specific to the application layer of the DLT
cybersecurity stack, if the distributed applications are based
on web technologies, the majority of the top 10 secu-
rity risks discussed by the Open Web Application Security
Project (OWASP) are applicable to the use case [49]. In ad-
dition to those, insecure key management and data privacy
risks due to the lack of well-defined access controls are
critical risks to address. More details around cybersecurity
risks are discussed in the earlier sections of this paper;

2. All of the below discussed use cases may involve au-
tonomous systems that could interact with DLT. Without
human-in-the-loop, autonomous and secure system initial-
ization and verification is required. Failing to invoke the
initialization and verification process for all required pro-
cesses could lead to unintended malfunctioned operations.
In such a semi-autonomous environment, secure registra-
tion of the devices should be built into the DLT solution
process. This may involve the asset owners registering their
devices through a portal while the smart contract validates
the asset at verification. Throughout the asset lifecycle,
the smart contract may perform needed verification before
elevating the asset to perform approved operations. A ro-
bust registration system could potentially mitigate threats
originating from rogue unregistered entities;

3. Similar to non-DLT applications, identity management is
required. Public/private key pairs and pseudo identity may
be in scope of the use case. The participating entities may
use their identity information and request to perform cer-
tain operations through their associated DLT nodes. In such
a setting, hierarchical or multi-party authentication and
authorization mechanisms could assist to mitigate unau-
thorized operations. The smart contracts should be pro-
grammed to watch for undesired requests or triggers. Re-
spected authority nodes should be notified in case of faulty
operations or attempts but the nodes;

4. In most use cases, data provenance and non-repudiation
could be invaluable to ensure accountability and secure
intended operations. Some of the DLT inherent components
associated with peripheral cryptographic measures such
as related to identity management can assist with data
provenance and non-repudiation. These are critical to not
only ensure intended behavior or the system but also to
trace back to the transnational origin if needed. Along these
lines, verification of transactions to show machine state
and communication integrity of the transaction creation
process and logging should be built into the use case;

5. When DLT is used for a use case, identify the impacts or
value-added to certain cybersecurity attributes such as the
confidentiality, integrity, availability, authentication and
authorization process, auditability, trust, and transparency.
Depending on the use case, those attributes may require
different levels of attention and methods to achieve them
may vary. As discussed in previous sections, data integrity
is maintained through cryptographic hashing of the trans-
actions and the reconciliation of the transaction takes place
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in real time. Existing Authentication, Authorization and Ac-
countability systems deployed across the enterprise to con-
trol access, enforce access policies and auditability along
with existing Public Key Infrastructure solutions should be
used with the DLT implementation. Data encryption takes
place outside of the DLT implementation. Data encryption,
handling Personally Identifiable Information (PII), and data
confidentiality shall be the responsibility of the data owner.
In most cases, confidentiality is peripheral to DLT and not
integral to DLT. Other peripheral security measures include
perimeter security systems such as network and appli-
cation firewalls. Network and application firewalls play
a critical role as data moves through from the applica-
tion layer to the network layer and vice versa. Network
segmentation is another important peripheral security con-
sideration to reduce attack vectors. The final peripheral
security consideration is related to baseline configuration
management: (1) limit administration or elevated access
to add devices to the DLT network, (2) enforce multi-
factor authentication for users with elevated access and
implement solutions that track changes/deltas on the node
configuration, and (3) log every transaction that modifies
network or node configuration.

5.1. Use case 1: DER integration

This use case examines how a Blockchain-enabled platform
an facilitate integration of DERs in grid operations. The term
ER as used here includes distributed generation, conventional
emand response, energy efficiency, energy storage, and electric
ehicle chargers. DERs may be owned and/or operated by dif-
erent entities including residential, commercial and industrial
onsumers, or the utilities themselves. To distinguish consumers
ho own and operate DERs from passive consumers, the term

‘prosumer’’ is often used to denote consumers with local sources
f energy generation and storage as active agents of the power
ystem. Non-utility owned and operated DERs impact the utility
peration and business models in fundamental ways. A distri-
ution system level utility needs to deal with large number of
ctive grid-edge devices and systems from the operational point
f view where the system has some challenges in terms of control
nd visibility. However, the customer-owned DERs tend to reduce
he amount of electrical power provided by the utility while
riggering additional costs in terms of utility operations which are
ssociated with by their unpredictability and variability from the
usiness point of view.
The increased costs include higher wear and tear of distri-

ution equipment as a result of frequent control to follow DER
ariations, increased losses due to phase unbalances resulting
rom unevenly distributed DERs on the distribution phases, or
nbalanced operation (rooftop solar generating on one phase and
V charging on another phase), to mention a few examples.
Currently, many utilities have administrative retail programs

nd rates for different classes of DERs, such as roof-top solar and
Vs. This approach is not sustainable with increasing levels of
ERs as it falls short of addressing the temporal and locational
ifferentiation of DERs and their impact on the grid [50]. From
his perspective, the undergoing paradigm shift toward trans-
ctive energy opens a new venue to address this problem [51,
2].
With the incentive-compatible design of transactive markets,

ERs can support grid operations by offering flexibility of gen-
ration, consumption, or both. The term Distributed Flexible Re-
ources (DFRs) is used in some regions (e.g., Europe) to signify
articipation of DERs in distribution and bulk power operations.
he term DER as used here includes DFRs.
11
A properly designed transactive market would accommodate
both Peer-to-Market (P2M) and Peer-to-Peer (P2P) transactions.
Adding Blockchain to the mix can help augment security and
streamline settlement processes.

5.1.1. Use case setup
This use case considers a Blockchain-based transactive energy

system platform from [53] designed to facilitate P2P and P2M
transactive exchanges for DER integration leveraging Blockchain
technology. The following questions are addressed:

1. How would a blockchain DLT cybersecurity stack be lever-
aged in such a blockchain-based transactive energy plat-
form?

2. How would the underlying cybersecurity issues be ad-
dressed by leveraging blockchain?

To explore answers to the above questions, the schematic dia-
gram of Fig. 7, adapted from [53], is included here to more clearly
illustrate how the various applications and processes relate to the
DLT Cybersecurity stack.

As explained in [53] the Transactive Distribution System Plat-
form (T-DSP) includes both on-the-chain and off-the-chain appli-
cations. Some of the off-the-chain applications are used by the
distribution utility for grid management and dissemination of
advisory grid related price signals through the T-DSP interface to
the Blockchain nodes.

An off-the-chain interface of significance is that of metering
and telemetry from the physical DER assets in the field. These
metering and telemetry inputs trigger the execution of Smart
Contracts. However, they are prone to tampering, metering errors,
and telemetry disruptions. As explained in [53], two of the off-
the-chain T-DSP applications, namely, IoT Supervisory Control
and Data Acquisition and State Estimator provide a reference
signal to help in detection of anomalies in metering and telemetry
signals. The Smart Contracts can use both off-the-chain signals
(direct telemetry and metering signals from the DER meters and
sensors), as well as state estimated values, to trigger contract
execution based on a set of rules thus minimizing intentional
tampering with, or inadvertent errors of, metering and telemetry
signals.

5.1.2. Cybersecurity gaps/considerations
In reference to the seven layers of the DLT cybersecurity stack,

the main elements of the Blockchain-enabled Transactive Energy
(BCTE) platform are summarized in Table 2 and described in the
following.

DERs are susceptible to DoS attacks, mainly due to exploitation
of outdated firmware. These attacks could result in the shutdown
of DER sites and communication outages between DER devices
and a DLT. For example, consider a setting where an attacker
exploited an outdated firmware of a firewall at a DER site. In
this case, such exploitation can have an adverse effect on the
operations of the DER site, allow unauthorized access to the DER
devices at the site, cause communication outages between the
devices, and further affect real-time access to the DLT.

As indicated above, off-the-chain data that are input to the
DLT are particularly prone to tampering before they get to the
Blockchain. This includes data from sensors, IoT devices, teleme-
try, and metering inputs to the Blockchain. Security threats in-
clude malware, web app threats, DDoS, ransomware, insecure
key management systems, and attacks on the DER integration
processes and operation. Blockchain fork issues and majority
attacks are also issues of concern.

The following cybersecurity controls: confidentiality, integrity,
authentication, auditability, authorization and access control,
trust, transparency, and availability are important for the follow-
ing operations. Many of these cybersecurity controls are outside
the scope of DLT:
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Fig. 7. DER Integration. Schematic description of the relation between DER applications and processes and the DLT Cybersecurity stack. T-DSP: Transactive Distribution
System Platform.
Source: Adapted from [53].
• System initialization.
• Requesting registration to ensure registered and

pre-approved entities participate.
• Public/private key pairs and pseudo identity pertaining to

the participating entities should be securely exchanged and
maintained.

• Request to access to DER services should be conducted in a
platform-defined sequential manner.

• Hierarchical authentication should be implemented.
• Transaction details should be shared between authorized

entities in a timely manner.
• Transactions should be created, approved, and finalized in a

timely, secure, and verifiable manner.
• After transaction verification, they should be written to the

ledger and ordered.
• Transactions should be sent/issued to the intended nodes.

Ledgers of all nodes should be updated with the transaction
details (or pertaining hashes while the details are stored in
an off-chain database).

5.2. Use case 2: Environmental commodity management and trading

Environmental commodities are non-tangible energy credits.
The value of these credits comes from the need of market par-
ticipants to produce and consume cleaner forms of energy. Re-
newable Energy Credits (REC) are equivalent to a fixed amount of
energy (e.g., 1MWh) energy generated from a renewable source
such as solar, wind, and hydro. The lower the carbon footprint,
the higher the value of the REC. Those assets can be issued,
tracked and traded in real time on a DLT network through a
secure and fully auditable record of transactions while preventing
the risk of double counting. The token is a digital representation
of the physical asset and bound to physical limitations such
as maximum supply. Once a token is exchanged, subsequent
12
processes can take place on-chain or off-chain to execute the ex-
change of the commodity. The reference system level architecture
of a decentralized Environmental Commodity Management and
Trading (ECMT) solution is depicted in Fig. 8.

The benefit offered by the distributed ledger technology is that
it provides reconciliation and settlement across multiple systems
that play a role in the exchange. Agility in the settlement and
reconciliation of transactions through smart contracts can provide
a higher liquidity and eliminate the risk of double counting.

The distributed ledger technology has the potential to offer the
following benefits:

• Create a distributed database of transactions available to
trading participants to increase transparency.

• Increase the speed of exchange, minimize transaction back-
log, remove roadblocks pertaining to intermediaries and
reduce overall cost by using smart contracts to complete the
settlement in real time.

• Automate manual tasks by enforcing payment releases
through smart contracts, where the buyer has the funds in
escrow and as soon as the order fulfillment is recorded, the
funds are automatically released.

• Increase transparency and auditability by recording all trans-
actions on the immutable ledger.

• Offer redundancy and availability pertaining to the transac-
tions performed by the nodes and recorded on the ledger.
Such a system is equivalent to a decentralized clearing
house.

• Provide proof of ownership and provenance by facilitating a
means to record the trackable information about the source
of the energy generation and consumption.

• Offer flexibility to let the participant trade the energy at a
micro (kWh) or macro (MWh) scale.
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Fig. 8. Environmental Commodity Management and Trading. System level architecture diagram of a decentralized environment commodity tracking and trading
solution.
5.2.1. DLT cybersecurity stack considerations
Node participants that are vetted and approved to join the DLT

cosystem must have valid certificates including asymmetric key
airs. In addition, a specific set of privileges are assigned based on
he role of the participant. Some organizations have developed
oftware to provide compatibility between smart meters and
ertain DLT offerings [54]. Overall the most important benefit that
he DLT provides is the proof of source and ownership of the
nergy generated regardless of where the electricity travels in the
rid. Fig. 9 shows a conceptual use of the DLT cybersecurity stack
o the use case.

The distributed nature and the multi-party involvement of the
se case is evident from the above sequence of operations. Table 3
eports the DLT-specific attributes and considerations. The key
perations in this use case are REC creation, REC flows to the
rading platform, REC Trading transactions, REC retirement, REC
rbitrage, and REC auditing.

.2.2. Cybersecurity gaps/considerations
As renewable energy suffers from insecure connections and

ommunications, this may result in REC being vulnerable to active
itM attacks. Typically, REC does not offer the following features:

1) multi-factor authentication; (2) key establishment; and (3)
ata integrity and data confidentiality. As an example, a REC
hat belongs to an asset is forwarded to a DLT based REC trad-
ng platform. There is no security guarantee for the connection
nd communication between the asset and the platform because
ulti-factor authentication, data integrity, and data confiden-

iality are not used. An attacker can easily manipulate such a
onnection and communication.

.3. Use case 3: Microgrid applications

Most of the time, a microgrid is a self-sufficient cluster of
ecentralized electricity sources, storage systems, and loads that
13
provide service within specific spatial boundaries such as a uni-
versity campus or a community. A microgrid can be grid-tied or
off-the-grid island mode. When the microgrid is operated in grid-
tied mode, the power is exchanged with the central power grid.
When the microgrid is operated in off-the-grid mode, power is
exchanged only between the sources, storage systems and loads
locally within the microgrid.

Because of the growth of microgrids, a secure decentralized
grid control system is needed compared to the traditional central-
ized grid control system. DLT has the potential to facilitate infor-
mation exchange and integrity verification in such a distributed
environment. The following are typical microgrid applications
that fall under this use case [55]:

1. P2P renewable energy trading: A P2P trading network is
used in many microgrids. The microgrid prosumers and
consumers can use a blockchain based P2P renewable en-
ergy trading platform to complete transactions.

2. Voltage regulation: In microgrids, overvoltage and under-
voltage situations lead to severe damage. DLT and smart
contract based applications could be potentially used to
track and manage the power flow related data between
various prosumer and consumer nodes in the microgrid.

3. Transaction energy model: DLT and smart contracts may
be used at the microgrid level and interact with the sys-
tem wide transaction grid including transactive (prosumer)
nodes (more details are discussed in the above DER integra-
tion use case subsection).

Given these assumptions and observations, the Microgrid use
case requirements mapped to the DLT cybersecurity stack are
summarized in Table 4.

5.3.1. Cybersecurity gaps/considerations
Security attacks such as modified software updates, forged

data, and reuse of certificates have continued to impact opera-
tions of microgrids and its applications such as P2P renewable
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Fig. 9. Environmental Commodity Management and Trading. DLT network diagram with off-chain and a main on-chain with multiple nodes and correlation to the
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nergy trading that use the DLT for data storage and verifica-
ion. In these attacks, an adversary exploits legitimate assets
r services to destabilize the microgrid. To mitigate these at-
acks, cryptographic protocols have been designed to enhance the
ecurity of the microgrid. However, this design introduces addi-
ional computational and communication overheads that affect
he performance of the microgrid.

.4. Use case 4: EV charging

The large penetration of EVs in urban environments is ex-
ected to pose relevant challenges for the management of mod-
rn power grids. The main expected adverse impacts include
ncreased peak demand, voltage instability, power quality issues
e.g., voltage and harmonics variations), increased power losses,
nd degraded grid equipment (e.g., increased thermal aging ef-
ects in transformers due to overloading) [56].

From this perspective, DLT could represent a key-enabling
echnology for the implementation of secure and efficient trans-
ctions between the several actors involved in this process. In
he following, implementation of the DLT cybersecurity stack
or the management of EV charging is analyzed by defining the
ain actors involved in the process, the type and content of the
ommunication among each of the actors, and the required EV
harging management services.

.4.1. Domains and actors
Two main domains can be identified concerning the manage-

ent and control of the charging of EVs, namely, the EV domain
nd the grid domain. The EV domain includes all the actions
equired for the provisioning of EV charging services to end users,
hile the grid domain comprises all the actions required for the

ntegration and harmonization of EV charging with utilities and
arket operators.
As depicted in Fig. 10, five actors can be identified, as de-
cribed in the following:

14
EV and EV User: Because the charging of an EV depends on
both the EV user and the EV itself, the main actor involved in the
EV charging (in both the terms of the content and the type of the
communication) is generally a combination of the two distinct
entities.

Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment (EVSE) and Supervisory Sys-
tem: This entity could be (1) the supervisor of the charging station
(typically equipped with more than one EVSE), (2) the supervisor
of the infrastructure where the EVSE is installed (e.g., the building
energy management system [BEMS] of a large building, or the
energy management system [EMS] of a complex system, such
as a university campus or a large private infrastructure), or (3)
the home energy management system (HEMS) of a single family
house.

Aggregator: This entity acts as intermediary between the EV
domain and the grid domain.

Electricity Market: The electricity market interacts with the EV
omain by collecting aggregated power demand forecasts and by
roviding price signals.
Power Utility: The power utility (generally the distribution

ystem operator [DSO]) interacts with the EV domain by collect-
ng aggregated power demand measurements and by providing
emand–response requests, such as active power limitations, or
ncillary service requirements.

.4.2. EV charging scenarios
Three main EV charging scenarios are described in the follow-

ng.
Home Charging: This is the simplest EV charging scenario, rep-

esenting the installation of a limited number of EVSEs (typically
qual to the number of EVs owned by the family) in single-
amily homes. As the charging infrastructure is fully private, there
s no need for user identification, authorization, and billing of
he EV charging. In addition, as the users are homogeneous, the
oordination of charges can be managed without the need for a
eservation system. In this scenario, the power demand of EVs is
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Fig. 10. EV Charging. Schematic diagram of the EV charging reference system. Yellow blocks indicate the EV Charging and interoperability functions, namely: 1:
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: Roaming; 10: Smart Charging; 11: Price Signal(s); 12: Demand/Response; 13: Aggregated Demand.
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sually limited (or scheduled) by a supervisory entity, such as a
EMS.
Large Building or Office: In terms of complexity, this scenario

stands in the middle between home charging stations and the
public and commercial charging stations. It represents the instal-
lation of several EVSE in large residential buildings or workplaces.
Even if the charging infrastructure is fully private, user identifi-
cation and authorization are generally applied. Because the users
are homogeneous (i.e., they are tenants of the same building or
workers at the same office), the billing service is not strictly
required. For the same reason, the coordination of charges can
be managed with or without a dedicated reservation system.

Public and Commercial Charging Station: This scenario com-
prises both public and commercial applications, such as govern-
mental facilities, restaurants, and airports, and city or highway
rest area charging points . These stations are intended to provide
heterogeneous groups of customers high power supply capa-
bilities, with charging times comparable (with the well-known
limitations) to conventional filling stations. Because the charging
service is fully public, user identification and authorization must
be applied. In addition, because the users are heterogeneous (i.e.,
hey could access the service with or without the subscription
o an existing charging program), the billing service may be
equired. For the same reason, a dedicated reservation service for
he coordination of charges must be implemented.

The main characteristics of the three reference scenarios con-
idered in this study are summarized in Table 5.

.4.3. Communication functions
As suggested by [58], ten different functions can be con-

idered when considering the communications involved in the
anagement of EV charging, as listed in the following.
Authorization: Authorization of initiating the charging process

t a given Charge Point (CP); it also includes identification.
Billing: Billing is he process of sending an invoice to customers

for the EV charge service.
15
EV charging: This is the management of the actual charging
rocess (i.e., energy flowing), excluding the related administrative
rocess.
Handle registration: This is the handling of communication for

egistrations and subscriptions.
Manage grid: This is the ability of the charge point to handle

equests to the grid, such as the amount of required demand
apacity.
Operate charge point: The ability of remotely managing and

perating the charge point. This includes upgrading firmware,
etting a charge point to available, unavailable, or reserved, con-
iguring charge points, managing errors, etc.

Provide charge point information: This is the ability to provide
nformation about a charge point. This kind of information can
e both static (e.g., location or level) as well as dynamic (e.g.,
vailability or power limitation).
Reservation: This is the process offered to EV users to reserve

charge point.
Roaming: This is exchange of information (primarily autho-

ization) to enable EV users to charge at different charge points of
ifferent e-Mobility Service Providers (eMSPs) and Charge Point
perators (CPOs) by using the same identification.
Smart charging: all forms of interoperability between the EV

nd the grid domains, ranging from simple stop and restart during
charging session, to energy profile charging.
The communication between the different actors of the system

oes not occur only when the EV is plugged into or close to
he EVSE, but also when the EV is in motion. Examples are
obile communications involved in the reservation of charges,

or the state of estimation of the EV mobility (e.g., for EV charging
orecasts), and for other services as described in [57].

.4.4. Application to the DLT cybersecurity stack
When looking at the scenarios described above, DLT can be ap-

lied in most of the related interoperability functions. Indeed, DLT
ould be used to handle billing, payments, reservations, roaming,
nd authentication. Furthermore, smart contracts could be used
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Table 2
DER integration use case requirements mapped to the DLT cybersecurity stack.
Application
layer

One can distinguish on-the-chain and off-the-chain
applications among the Blockchain-enabled
transactive energy platform application. On-the-chain
applications would be implemented in the DLT
application later. These include availability and
capability forecasting, exchange and processing of
bids, offers, and transactions, triggering of smart
contracts based on a combination of metering and
telemetry signals, and consequent settlements. These
Blockchain applications also facilitate tracking and
certification of origin of the DER resource behind the
product (energy, reserves, etc.).

Execution layer The DLT execution Layer includes the smart contracts
using both on-the-chain and off-the-chain triggers.
Smart contracts may use the sensor, metering and
telemetry data from DER assets, as well as state
estimated data, along with a set of rules and
thresholds to trigger smart contract execution.

Consensus
layer

A permissioned Blockchain was assumed for the DER
integration platform. Various consensus mechanisms
are possible including proof-of-stake and
proof-of-authority. There is also an off-the-chain
‘‘pseudo-consensus’’ mechanism embodied in the
state estimator application, with the important
distinction from DLT consensus mechanisms that it
uses redundant measurements and a number of
physical laws (Kirchhoff’s, Ohm’s, etc.) to identify
anomalous data from those passing checks for
reasonableness and cross consistency .

Data model
layer

This layer includes the registered asset models and
parameters and their relationships. This layer in
combination with off-the-chain data helps detect the
point of origin and blocks created related to the
products sourced from the DER assets. It is external
to the DLT.

Network layer The network layer includes the underlying
blockchain platform protocols such as Hyperledger,
Ethereum, etc.

Infrastructure
layer

The DLT infrastructure layer is comprised of the
nodes that are part of the DLT trading platform.

Physical layer This layer includes the interfaces with the sensors at
DER sites providing the heartbeat (availability of the
asset), as well as asset level telemetry and metering.
Depending on the design of the DER participation
model, the metering and telemetry may be from
individual assets, premises where the assets are
located, or upstream substations. It is external to the
DLT.

to program additional features, such as those implementing smart
charging functions.

Each EV charging system (CP or even a single EVSE) could cre-
te blockchain transactions to implement the following functions:
uthorization, billing, and reservation. Blockchain transactions
lso can be created to manage roaming (involving CPOs, eMSPs,
nd the Clearing House). DLTs can be used to facilitate through
mart contracts, the implementation of interoperability functions
t any level of the system, namely: between EV/EV Users and
VSE, between CPOs and eMSPs (also including roaming), and be-
ween CPOs/eMSPs/EVSE and DSOs. EV users may directly interact
ith the DLT-based system through mobile applications and may
ot have any related system that would be part of the physical
ayer.

Given these assumptions and observations, the EV use case
equirements mapped to the DLT cybersecurity stack are summa-
ized in Table 6.
16
Table 3
Environmental commodity use case requirements mapped to the DLT
cybersecurity stack.
Application
layer

Decentralized applications can be created to run
using the DLT as a distributed database; integration
through APIs can enable applications to trigger smart
contracts and exchange digital tokens with other
users. Oracle, APIs and gateways enable integration
and interoperability between different blockchain
protocols. Tracking, certification of the origin of the
energy resource, accounting, and auditing are the
main applications that manage the REC data.

Execution layer Smart contracts can automate issuing, trading, and
retiring non-tangible energy credits; for example,
when clean energy is generated by a solar PV farm.
Smart contracts may need access to non-DLT
external data that could be facilitated through APIs
(above layer). Through oracles and API, smart
contracts can be generated to trigger: (1) issuing
commodities, for example, issuing a REC once
1MWh of clean energy is generated by a renewable
source; or issuing carbon credits from projects that
have reduced, avoided or destroyed one metric ton
of GHG; (2) proof of source and ownership (each
device participating in the distributed ledger has a
private and public key); and (3) trading and
transferring ownership.

Consensus
layer

When evaluating consensus algorithms, it is
important to consider the impact in speed, latency,
and volume of transactions that will be generated
and must be processed through the DLT solution. A
permissioned DLT should be strongly considered and
compatible consensus algorithms should be used.

Data model
layer

When transactions are submitted to the blockchain
network, the transactions are ordered in a block. For
energy transactions, specific data attributes must be
present on the transaction such as: date, timestamp,
certificate type, tracking system identification,
certificate data, renewable fuel type, and renewable
facility location. RECs can be labeled at the point of
origin and blocks could be created with REC data
(transactions) in the DLT based trading platform.

Network layer Within the blockchain network, several chains can
be created with different sets of permissions. Specific
network protocols depend on the DLT should be
used.

Infrastructure
layer

The DLT network may consist of middleware that
interfaces with the physical world and the DLT. This
would also involve the infrastructure to host the DLT
nodes.

Physical layer This layer pertains to sensors, IoT devices and smart
meters report energy production and consumption.
Devices can be configured to export the data directly
to an off-chain network to develop machine learning
and data analytic models that can forecast load and
energy generation more accurately.

5.4.5. Cybersecurity gaps/considerations
EVs are susceptible to relay and spoofing attacks from illegiti-

mate signals. These attacks could allow compromised assets that
already have access to the DLT to manipulate the rate of charging
or change charging requests. For example, consider the setting in
which a compromised asset manipulates a legitimate signal. In
this case, an illegitimate signal could be made available on the
DLT (by the compromised asset) and accessed by honest assets,
thereby affecting the EV capabilities such as charging rates. The
compromised asset could continue to generate illegitimate sig-
nals, which can stop the EV from charging or detecting legitimate
signals. This is not a direct attack on the DLT but rather shows the
potential impact of compromised or illegitimate data on the DLT.
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Table 4
Microgrid use case requirements mapped to the DLT cybersecurity stack.
Application
layer

Distributed applications that can be used by the
peers/DERs to participate in the renewable energy
trading platform belong to this layer.

Execution layer The business logic pertaining to the renewable
energy trading platform that is outside the scope of
DLT will run through the smart contract or
equivalent. The distributed applications from the
above layer will address their queries or requests to
the execution layer software (such as smart
contracts).

Consensus
layer

Various consensus algorithms may be used in this
use case. Because this is a closed ecosystem with
known or pre-approved participants, a consensus
that is appropriate for a permissioned setting is
recommended. Examples of such consensus include
PoA, BFT-based consensus, etc.

Data model
layer

Information/transactions related to the renewable
energy trades between the peers will be recorded in
the blocks. Registration of these peers and microgrid
DERs could be treated as transactions and recorded
to the ledger.

Network layer Specific protocols may augment the DLT platform
communication protocols.

Infrastructure
layer

This includes individual DLT notes pertaining to the
participating entities from the Microgrid such as the
DER and load owners.

Physical layer The physical layer may include microgrid systems
such as the microgrid controller, DER, etc. Depending
on the microgrid use case, the physical layer may
not have any DLT associated element while the
owner will interact with the blockchain starting from
the infrastructure layer

Table 5
Main characteristics of the three referenced EV charging scenarios considered
in this study. Scenario 1: Home Charging; Scenario 2: Large Building or
Office; Scenario 3: Public and Commercial Charging Station. CPMS: Charge Point
Management System. EVSE power data was derived from [57].
Parameter Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3

Number of
users

Typically single
user

Multiple
subscribed
users

Multiple
unsubscribed
users

Number of
EVSE

Typically single
EVSE

Multiple EVSE Multiple EVSE

EVSE Power From 3.6 to
7.2kW

Up to 22kW Up to 80kW or
more

Type of Users Homogeneous
(family
members)

Homogeneous
(tenants or
workers)

Heterogeneous
(public service)

Authorization Not required Required Required

Billing Services No No Yes

Reservation No Yes Yes

Grid Services Yes, by means
of a HEMS

Yes, by means
of a BMS or an
EMS

Yes, by means
of EMS or
CPMS

5.5. Use case 5: Grid security and supply chain

Modern supply chains consist of products from many ven-
ors and software from countless sources. It also is beneficial
o energy providers to have multiple sources of supply for each
omponent to provide redundancy and alternate supply options
o protect against single provider shortages. For the purpose of
erifying entities that are contributing to supply chains, it is
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Table 6
EV charging use case requirements mapped to the DLT cybersecurity stack.
Application
layer

P2P applications that can integrate EV software,
users’ mobile applications, central aggregator
(management system), DLT network, and the
charging software layer.

Execution layer Smart contracts are implemented on the DLT
platform. Smart contracts may need access to
non-DLT external data that could be facilitated
through APIs.

Consensus
layer

Consensus that is appropriate for permissioned
setting is required. Examples of such consensus can
include PoA, BFT-based consensus, etc.

Data model
layer

The data model functions are expected to rely
between the central aggregator and the DLT network
operations.

Network layer Specific protocols depend on the underlying DLT
platform.

Infrastructure
layer

Individual DLT nodes pertaining to EVs, charging
stations, and central aggregators are included in this
layer.

Physical layer The charging station system/sensor could have an
associated node (connected to the infrastructure
layer). Depending on the implementation, EV sensors
may have an associated node, but, in most cases, the
EV owner may have the node.

desirable to use the strength offered by DLT for connecting data
items related to manufacturers, vendors, and end system appli-
cations [59]. Verification of distributed suppliers leads to product
accountability, leading to the security of the overall supply chain
and subsequently a more secure framework for operational grid
assets.

The premise of this use case is as follows: DLT is used for
distribution of grid asset Identity Non-Fungible Tokens (I-NFT),
which contain unique device identifiers and cryptographic com-
ponents required for secure management. The I-NFT is addi-
tionally used to support grid security as the base components
for all common security features that are built into the I-NFT.
Cryptographic components and protected operations to support
the grid assets through all stages of the supply chain are shown
in Fig. 11.

In conjunction with the I-NFT deployed in end nodes, the DLT
service provides the ability to provision them at various stages
in the supply chain. Repeated provisioning of I-NFTs at different
stages in the life cycle of grid assets enables the availability
of required cryptographic components within the I-NFT needed
for each stage of the supply chain. The continued provisioning
enables the tracking of the lifecycle of the grid assets on the DLT
as well as the identification of current status and/or disposition
of the grid assets over time.

5.5.1. Domains and actors
Manufacturing scope: This first stage scope is responsible for

he protection and security of the first stage of provisioning
nly. Contractual relationships and uniquely enforced processes,
ersonnel restriction, and special-purpose hardware protect this
tage. Once turned over from this stage, the DLT service takes
wnership and overwrites transport keys to become the primary
upply chain register.
Vendor scope: The DLT registrar assigned in the previous scope

akes ownership of the process. This level provides interpreted
nd unique I-NFT creation such that hardware security mod-
les enable processes sealed from human access to create and
istribute I-NFT to the grid assets.
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Fig. 11. Grid Security and Supply Chain. Supply Chain I-NFT Components.
-

Application scope: I-NFTs for this stage encompass operational
omponents linked to a particular network segment or product
ine. I-NFT components support cryptographic communications,
rust root, and extended security/privacy features for physical
ecurity and logical data operations.
Operational scope: Components within the I-NFT are used to

extend and augment operations by creating derived- or temporary
use components.

End of life scope: Services supported by the DLT provider
support the discontinued existence for a grid asset eco-system-
enabled device. DLT end-of-life services provide security value for
both supply chain and operational DER security. The primary fea-
ture offered by this stage represents solutions similar to Certifi-
cate Revocation with the expanded revocation of right-to-operate
or removal of trusted status.

5.5.2. Application and physical security
In conjunction with the end node I-NFT distribution, the use

of special I-NFT containment cyber physical integrated circuit
components provide for additional physical hardening. This com-
bination of cyber physical device and DLT provides hardened
protected wallet features for the grid asset [60].

The pairing of I-NFT and DLT with this use case provides
distributed grid security capability acting as an underlying frame-
work for zero-trust in operational networks where any grid as-
set’s trusted state is verified by DLT [60]. Individual document
exchanges digitally signed with I-NFT components enable DLT
verified proof of origin leveraged for many application uses such
as: digital signed sensor reading, software update verification,
and operational message verification.

5.5.3. Application to the DLT cybersecurity stack
Relationships for this use case exist for each level of the DLT

cybersecurity stack. This use case spans the entire supply chain
and uses the DLT to connect physical and digital supply chain
components. For this, the top of the stack contains the industry-
level coordination that will enable several applications to support
cross-industry supporting services and tools for management for
large-scale supply chains.
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Each DLT execution is an instance of services provided as
products are manipulated within the supply chain. The transition
of supply from one owner to another, results in the creation of a
consumable I-NFT placed into a DLT transaction. The coordination
of services between parties that are not trusted requires gover-
nance, frameworks, and relational models, which are defined in
many of the intermediate layers of the DLT cybersecurity stack.
Lower layers encompass the individual instances of supporting
supply chain distributed software or hardware operated by ser-
vice providers. Table 7 maps the anticipated relationships in more
detail.

5.5.4. Cybersecurity gaps/considerations
Supply chains are vulnerable to inheriting the security issues

of third-party suppliers of the grid. These security issues, such as
stolen security credentials and ransomware, can cause a cascad-
ing effect on grid operations. For example, a reliance on compro-
mised third-party suppliers can affect the inter-connections and
inter-dependencies between several components and services in
the grid. In this case, such reliance can hinder the ability to
meet the grid security and supply chain requirements such as
availability and integrity. To potentially counter such attacks,
utilities should implement monitoring controls and collect threat
information.

6. Conclusions and the way forward

Modernization of the grid includes the integration of renew-
able energy sources, such as wind and solar PV. To take advantage
of these new resources, the overall architecture is changing from
centralized control and management to distributed and decen-
tralized control. With this significant architecture change, new
operational methods are being considered. This paper provides
an initial foundation for the P2418.5 standardization process for
cybersecurity DLT. Specifically, we undertook the following:

1. An overview on how DLT may be used in energy utili-
ties was provided. The key cybersecurity benefits of DLT
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Table 7
Grid security and supply chain mapped to the DLT cybersecurity stack.
Application
layer

The application layer contains supporting registers,
each of which would service an industry, set of
products, or geographical region for the grid assets.
This layer also may contain UI applications (e.g.,
dashboard and mobile apps.). There may be a need
for separate applications to differentiate between
vendor-to-supplier coordination, vendor-to-consumer
coordination among other combinations.

Execution layer Smart contracts produce and store I-NFTs and store
the state of grid asset on the distributed ledger.

Consensus
layer

Consensus is used to track ownership and originating
registers for I-NFT. The nodes associated with the
known permissioned entities would be eligible to
participate in consensus. Depending on the
coordination (e.g., vendor-to-supplier,
vendor-to-consumer, etc.), the consensus forming
rules would vary.

Data Model
layer

The data model includes the definition of the I-NFT
and any predefined attributes and their values.
Examples of the attribute–value pairs include
identity information, timestamp, proof of data, etc.

Network layer Specific protocols depend on the underlying DLT
platform.

Infrastructure
layer

Individual DLT nodes are used for distribution of the
grid asset I-NFT. Furthermore, the
manufactures/vendors, suppliers, consumers, etc. may
have their individual peer nodes hosted on physical
or virtual infrastructures. The production,
distribution, and integration of supporting software
and cyber-physical I-NFT devices would be contained
within this level.

Physical layer The use of special I-NFT containment cyber-physical
integrated circuit components for the grid asset
would belong to this layer. Any peripheral sensors or
data acquisition systems that are responsible to
report the state of the asset or state parameters of
the asset belong in this layer.

are to provide data integrity and immutability for stor-
ing and securing grid communications and data. Cryptog-
raphy, one of the core elements of DLT, has been dis-
cussed. Relevant cybersecurity attributes and considera-
tions to DLT applications in power and energy use cases
were also investigated.

2. We posited that a private permissioned architecture is
more likely to be deployed in the majority of the energy
DLT use cases (e.g., partly due to the sensitive nature of
the sector), in which only authorized and trusted enti-
ties can participate. Additional security controls such as
identification and authentication for participating devices
and individuals need to be included. A discussion of the
cybersecurity risks associated with DLT, including potential
vulnerabilities and attack vectors also was provided.

3. We also demonstrated the utility of the proposed DLT
cybersecurity stack comprising layers, architectural defi-
nitions, security controls, and applicable components, and
mapped to the widely used TCP/IP, OSI, and SGAM models,
with several use cases.

Future work pertains to performing in-depth analysis of the
DLT cybersecurity stack, and further improving the proposed
concepts. Here are the potential next steps of the task force:

1. Explore the application of the DLT cybersecurity stack to
various use cases with protocol-specific details;
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2. Continue using the DLT cybersecurity stack to develop a
security guidance and framework to evaluate DLTs appli-
cability to use cases;

3. Facilitate coordination with other DLT related working
groups inside and outside IEEE;

4. Augment the DLT cybersecurity stack as needed to facilitate
the evolving nature of the DLT.
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Appendix. Comparison of blockchains

The objective of this appendix is to provide a thorough com-
parative analysis between public permissionless and private per-

missioned blockchains (see Tables A.8–A.16).
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Table A.8
Immutability of the Ledger.
Permissionless/Public Permissioned/Private/Enterprise

Immutability refers to the notion that the content entered into the ledger
cannot be changed or edited. In blockchain/DLT, this means that any change
is identified. It is still possible to maliciously alter the data. Therefore, a
ledger creates and reads properties and lacks edit and delete properties.

The immutability aspect of the ledgers is maintained in the
private/permissioned blockchains. The cryptographic linkage between
the blocks of transactions that are recorded in the ledger addresses the
integrity security objective. The principle of hash-based cryptographic
linkage between the blocks is the same for all blockchains (private,
public, hybrid).
Table A.9
Identity of the Participants.
Permissionless/Public Permissioned/Private/Enterprise

In most cases, there is almost no sense of identity and the users are
considered to be anonymous. The node’s information (human or a device) is
not associated with transactions and the data records in the ledger. This may
be an undesirable feature in some applications (such as in power and energy
applications). Non-repudiation is limited to the individual node addresses, i.e.,
transactions can be traced to the individual node addresses, but the true
entity-based identity (human or device) is unknown.

The philosophy of enterprise/private blockchains is geared toward
solving problems that can use blockchain technology in a restricted
multi-organizational facet to facilitate the solution to the entire
business network. Therefore, anonymity and transparency are
augmented with identity management and permission management. To
achieve this, the enterprise blockchain uses a MSP. MSP is a directory
of all valid members and their identities pertaining to the channel.
Some blockchains facilitate MSP by building upon an organization’s or
business network Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP), Active
Directory, oAuth, and similar technologies. Unlike public blockchains,
non-repudiation can be associated with a particular entity (human or
device) in private blockchain architectures because the transaction
relationship can be traced to the node (human or device) and not just
the node address.
Table A.10
Data transparency.
Permissionless/Public Permissioned/Private/Enterprise

All of the data is expected/assumed to be fully transparent. However, due to
the anonymity of the participants, it is extremely difficult (or near impossible)
to associate the data record or transaction to an individual/entity. This may
be an undesirable feature in some applications (such as in power and energy
applications).

In most cases, total transparency is replaced with the ability to define
access control rules; ultimately, governance policies are placed in the
hands of the business network/coalition. The multi-organizational
network can collectively define the rules around read and write access,
as well as transaction initiation access guided by the well-known access
control principles such as least privilege and need-to-know to facilitate
needed confidentiality and need-based availability. This lets the
business network control who can read what data and who can do
what with the data. Often Access Control Lists and MSP could be used
to assign and maintain permissions.
Table A.11
Smart contracts.
Permissionless/Public Permissioned/Private/Enterprise

Smart contracts do not exist in some of the early adoptions of blockchain
(such as Bitcoin). Ethereum introduced smart contracts. Earlier blockchains
which were mostly public/permissionless introduced their own proprietary
smart contracts language, such as solidity for Ethereum. One of the biggest
drawbacks with the earlier blockchain smart contract architecture is the
inability to upgrade them over time. For example, in Ethereum, the solidity
language-based smart contract is deployed across Ethereum nodes as
bytecode. Once deployed, the bytecode is permanent on the blockchain until a
fully replaced smart contract is released.

Private/enterprise blockchains carried on this property given its
immense value. The challenge around smart contract versioning and
maintainability is addressed in most private/enterprise blockchains.
Therefore, the technology adopters can fix the bugs and release newer
versions overtime. In addition, the private/enterprise blockchains
eliminated the need to develop smart contracts in any proprietary
language. These smart contracts can be written in well-known
languages, such as JavaScript, Python, Golang, etc. Software lifecycle
management principles are integral to the smart contract development
process in most private/enterprise blockchains.
20
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Table A.12
High-level functions of the node (decentralization vs. quasi-decentralization).
Permissionless/Public Permissioned/Private/Enterprise

At a high level, every node in a public blockchain performs three functions:
(1) each node is responsible for keeping a copy of the ledger; (2) all nodes
would execute any requested smart contract (e.g., if an entity called a
function out of a smart contract, that function is executed by all of the nodes
in the network); and (3) nodes attempt to keep their copy of the ledger in
sync with all of the copies of the ledger on the network. The goal is to have
the same data in the same order in all of the ledgers on the network. This
achieves full decentralization but a high price of extremely slow transactional
speeds and the lack of control on a node’s functions. Public/permissionless
blockchains do not control aspects such as who can join the blockchain, who
can form consensus, what the minimum/maximum number of nodes is, etc.

Most private and enterprise blockchains split this functionality and
spread them across multiple classes of nodes. Such blockchains are
neither fully centralized nor fully decentralized. They may fall under
the category of quasi-decentralized infrastructures while continuing to
mitigate a single point of failure. These networks, therefore, are not
fully peer-to-peer, but have the needed redundancy, fail over, and fault
tolerance. This infrastructural change increases the scalability factor. For
example: Hyperledger Fabric has three types of nodes. First, there are
committing nodes that keep redundant copies of ledgers. Second, there
are endorsing nodes that execute any requested smart contract code
and also keep a redundant copy of the ledger without adding any
overhead. Third, there are ordering nodes that handle the data ordering
and ledger synchronization functions. In permissioned blockchains, the
authority organizations or entities can control the number of nodes that
would form consensus (e.g., endorsement nodes in Hyperledger Fabric),
who can join the network and the number of nodes that should be on
the blockchain network. In regard to identifying that number, it depends
on the nodes that need to transact, and the contractual terms between
the organizations that would dictate the number of consensus nodes
(such as endorsing and ordering nodes in Fabric) that an organization
can have. The key is to have enough consensus forming nodes that the
network is Byzantine fault tolerant (see previous sections for details).
Table A.13
Trust.
Permissionless/Public Permissioned/Private/Enterprise

Most permissionless and public blockchains went with the notion of ensuring
secure transaction of digital commodities without the need of reconciliation
and trust establishment between transacting entities.

Because enterprise and private blockchain solutions are geared more to
applications with well-defined boundaries and business networks, these
blockchains are designed to function in a partial or fully trust
environment.
Table A.14
Consensus mechanism.
Permissionless/Public Permissioned/Private/Enterprise

Append-only ledgers are managed by group consensus. Blockchain nodes
attempt to stay in-sync with each other using the idea of group consensus.
The concept of group consensus, to some extent, is central to the ability of
any participating node to participate in the consensus forming process. Under
group consensus, nodes verify if the data was recorded correctly. However,
the nodes lack the ability to verify the truth of the data itself.

In the enterprise solutions, group consensus is replaced with
participant-consensus. Based on the defined rules, the participants may
know each other. Therefore, participants have the ability to agree upon
transactional terms and expect the rest of the network to accept their
transaction and their terms. The transacting entities could have a rule
set or policy for certain nodes to validate and approve their transaction
in addition to their mutual agreement. However, unlike the
permissionless/public blockchains with PoW consensus (discussed in
later sections), there is no requirement for the involvement of the
entire network.
Table A.15
Shared ledger.
Permissionless/Public Permissioned/Private/Enterprise

The ledger is shared with all the nodes and several redundant copies of the
ledger exist on the network (addresses single point of failure). Therefore, all
nodes own and maintain a copy of the ledger. The governing rules around the
ledger are defined at the overall blockchain network level.

The concept of a global ledger is replaced with localized ledgers to
facilitate need-based availability. Starting from the Hyperledger Fabric
blockchain, many blockchains have been honing this concept. For
example, Hyperledger Fabric does not have a single global ledger.
Instead, it requires the end user coalition to establish their own channel
on Fabric’s network. The ledger is fully localized and only visible to
that channel, and the business network can define the security rules
and processes as they desire. This concept ties back to the elimination
of the group consensus that is described previously. In such a
non-global architecture, there is no one place where all data is stored.
Therefore, an attacker would not obtain all of the data by attacking
certain nodes on the network (addresses single point of failure).
Table A.16
Traceability in the ledger.
Permissionless/Public Permissioned/Private/Enterprise

Cryptocurrency-based blockchains, such as Bitcoin, are primarily used to track
the history of Bitcoin. However, Ethereum extended that capability to track
any feasible digital asset, including ether (Ethereum cryptocurrency).

The ability to track any digital asset through the ledger is carried on by
the private and enterprise blockchains.
21
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